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Geckos can run freely on vertical walls and even ceilings. Recent studies have discovered that gecko’s extraordinary climbing ability comes from a remarkable design of nature with nanoscale beta-keratin elastic hairs on their feet and toes, which collectively generate sufficiently strong van der Waals force to hold the animal onto an opposing surface while at the same time disengaging at will. Vertically aligned carbon nanotube (VA-CNT) arrays, resembling gecko’s adhesive foot hairs with additional superior mechanical, chemical and electrical properties, have been demonstrated to be a promising candidate for advanced fibrillar dry adhesives. The VA-CNT arrays with tailor-made hierarchical structures can be patterned and/or transferred onto various flexible substrates, including responsive polymers. This, together with recent advances in nanofabrication techniques, could offer ‘smart’ dry adhesives for various potential applications, even where traditional adhesives cannot be used. A detailed understanding of the underlying mechanisms governing the material properties and adhesion performances is critical to the design and fabrication of gecko inspired CNT dry adhesives of practical significance. In this feature article, we present an overview of recent progress in both fundamental and applied frontiers for the development of CNT-based adhesives by summarizing important studies in this exciting field, including our own work.

1 Introduction

Geckos can maneuver on almost any surface at any angle with ease, whether it is smooth or rough, wet or dry, vertical or even inverted.1–3 Geckos’ prominent climbing abilities stem from the hierarchical fibrillar structures of the beta-keratin foot hairs on their toe pads, which are known as setae4–6 (Fig. 1a–c). Thousands to millions of high-aspect-ratio micro-sized setae form...
densely packed setal arrays (Fig. 1b) and each single seta further splits into hundreds of nano-sized spatulae at the tip (Fig. 1c). Intimate contacts of the individual fibrils to a broad range of surface topography are readily formalized when geckos place their feet onto the substrate,7–9 which generates a formidable adhesion collectively via the ubiquitous nonselective van der Waals (vdW) interactions.10–12 The maximum adhesive force of a single seta was measured to be as high as ~200 μN in shear and ~40 μN in normal against a smooth clean glass substrate.10,11 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) has also revealed a normal pull-off force of ~10 nN for individual spatulae.13 Thus, if all the setae, about half a million on one gecko foot, were to engage at a time, a single foot of gecko could generate ~100 N of adhesive force. Nevertheless, typically ~10 N of force is measured for a single foot at the whole animal scale.1 Although vdW force has been proven to be the primary molecular origin for gecko’s extraordinarily climbing ability, humidity does have a strong effect on the ‘dry’ adhesion of gecko setae.14–16

The discovery that the vdW interactions are responsible for the gecko foot adhesion has stimulated a great deal of interest in the scientific community for more than a decade now. Since the early demonstration of a dry adhesive tape consisting of electron beam defined polymeric nano-rods in 2003,17 two major types of materials (namely, synthetic polymers and carbon nanotubes, CNTs) have been studied as alternative candidates for creating gecko-foot-mimetic dry adhesives.18–21 Because the geometries/morphologies of polymeric fibrils are relatively easy to control by using various micro/nano-fabrication techniques (e.g., cast-molding and lithography), polymers became a popular choice, especially in the early development stage. This fabrication versatility (i.e., the ‘top-down’ approach) allows for very sophisticated gecko-foot features, such as angled stalks, 3D tip shapes and hierarchy, to be incorporated into the polymeric versions.22–26 However, practical applications of polymeric fibrillar dry adhesives are severely limited by their poor mechanical properties. Although some polymers (e.g., poly(methyl methacrylate), PMMA and polyurethane acrylate, PUA) have a Young’s modulus and/or tensile strength similar to that of the keratinous setae, the robustness of polymeric fibrils for cyclic use is still not comparable to their natural counterparts. The higher the elastic/yield strength the individual fibrils possess the better cyclic performance the adhesive patch will achieve.

CNTs, on the other hand, are suitable for creating strong and reversible fibrillar adhesives with a great durability due to their superior structural and mechanical properties (i.e., ‘smaller’ and ‘stronger’ than gecko spatulae), even under severe environmental conditions (e.g., extremely high and/or low temperatures).27 Indeed, Qu et al.28 have demonstrated that vertically aligned carbon nanotube (VA-CNT) arrays (Fig. 1d) with an

Fig. 1  (a) Picture of a day gecko foot attached on a glass substrate. SEM images of (b) a setal array and (c) a close-up showing spatulae at the tip; (d) vertically aligned carbon nanotube array with (e) entangled top layer. (a–c) Courtesy from Peter H. Niewiarowski at The University of Akron; credit: Edward Ramirez. (d and e) Adapted from ref. 28 with permission. Copyright (2008) The American Association for the Advancement of Science.
entangled top layer (Fig. 1e) could generate a macroscopic adhesive force 10 times that of a gecko’s foot. The potentials of CNT based fibrillar adhesives, however, are far from being fully exploited, although much progress has been achieved in recent years (see following sections). In general, compared to polymeric dry adhesives and even natural gecko foot hairs, the use of CNTs as the basic building blocks for advanced fibrillar adhesives provides multiple advantages, including, but not limited to: (i) great structural and mechanical strength for reversible and reusable purposes; (ii) high thermal conductivity and stability for high/low temperature applications as well as thermal management; (iii) excellent electrical and electrochemical properties for conductive adhesives and electrodes. In this feature article, recent progress in the development of CNT-based advanced fibrillar adhesives is reviewed, along with discussions on current challenges and future directions, aiming to provide not only some practical perspectives but also deep insights into this fast growing field of biomimicry.

2 VA-CNT arrays as gecko inspired fibrillar adhesives

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) has been most widely used to grow VA-CNT arrays on quartz or silicon substrates. The aspect ratio, tube diameter and packing density of the resultant CNT arrays could be strictly tuned by adjusting precursors, catalysts as well as the vapor deposition conditions. Various aspects of the mechanical properties of VA-CNTs, related to tribological and adhesive characteristics, have been carefully evaluated while their thermal and electrical properties have also been investigated to a great extent. In what follows, we highlight the important issues governing the adhesive performance of VA-CNT arrays: namely (i) compressive frictional responses (i.e., tribology); (ii) adhesive forces (i.e., interfacial adhesion and friction forces corresponding to the external normal and shear loadings, respectively); (iii) CNT transfer to increase substrate bonding; (iv) patterned CNTs and (v) hierarchical CNT structures for dry adhesions.

2.1 Mechanical responses of VA-CNT arrays under compression

Since a significant amount of preloading is often needed to initialize a large fraction of real contact for achieving strong adhesive forces using VA-CNT arrays, Ge et al. systematically studied the mechanical responses of the VA-CNTs (patch size: 500 μm × 500 μm and 3 mm × 3 mm area; 200–500 μm in height) by applying incremental compressive loadings along both the longitudinal and transverse directions of the CNT bundles (Fig. 2a and b; see insets, respectively). Nonlinear stress–strain curves were obtained with three distinctive sublinear regions when longitudinally compressed (Fig. 2a). The effective/bulk Young’s moduli transformed from an initially low value to a higher value and then returning to a lower level again (Fig. 2a). In contrast, the transverse compression resulted in an almost monotonically increase of the effective moduli (Fig. 2b).

A cooperative deformation mechanism was proposed by considering a balance between ‘long wave bucking’ and ‘short wave bending’ that was determined by the constraint spacing between neighboring CNTs and individual nanotube bending stiffness, respectively. The predicted periodical bucking of the CNT bundles under compression agrees well with the experimental observations from high-resolution side-view SEM images (Fig. 2c). The bending recovered at lower strains (5–10%), but irreversible deformation happened especially for thinner tubes (i.e., 8 nm vs. 40 nm) at higher strains. Transversely, the stress increased parabolically with strain and the strong adhesion between neighboring CNTs prevented the recovery of compressed bundles, suggesting that the CNT patch under severe shear loading underwent irreversible deformation. This could be one of the main factors limiting reusability. It was also evident that the CNT buckling could lead to a sidewall line contact at the interface to enlarge the real contact area, and as a result, both the normal and shear pulling forces increased linearly with increasing preloading. These findings are consistent with the work done by Qu et al. vide infra, whether the sidewall contact was pre-existing or generated by compression. In fact, CNTs are super strong, elastic and resilient materials even under very large compressions. As demonstrated by Cao et al., freestanding films of VA-CNTs exhibited super-compressible foam-like behavior. The VA-CNTs could be compressed to less than 15% of their original thickness (i.e., ~860 μm) but still almost instantaneously bounced back to the original state (recovery rate > 2000 μm s⁻¹) upon stress removal. Full recovery was recorded for hundreds of cycles and gradually a maximum of 20% thickness reduction was built up beyond...
10 000 cycles (Fig. 2d–f). The compressive strength of the ‘foam-like’ CNT materials was determined to be 12–15 MPa, roughly 10 times that of a polymeric open-cell foam structure from latex rubber or polyurethane can achieve. Besides, the stress loop (i.e., hysteresis) indicates large energy absorption during a loading cycle attributable to the friction between CNTs and the disturbing air that possibly damps the dynamic motion. Another piece of important work concerning the compressive responses of VA-CNT arrays was carried out by Tong et al. Almost invariant effective compressive moduli (~0.25 MPa) were captured for CNT lengths ranging from 15 to 500 μm using a home-built optically probed loading platform. The modulus lies well within the empirical Dahlquist criterion for tacky materials, which is also the feature found in gecko setal arrays. These authors also proposed a continuum model to interpret the experimental observations considering different buckling modes and their mixture with bending. These spectacular mechanical properties of VA-CNTs make them extremely suitable for gecko inspired fibrillar adhesives. As we can see from discussions in subsequent sections, however, the substrate bonding strength and morphological tailoring still need to be further improved before the CNT based dry adhesives of practical significance could be used in demanding environments (e.g., high/low temperature, humidity) with great reusability, and even surpass that of gecko feet.

2.2 Tribological behaviors of VA-CNT arrays

Strong friction forces for a 6 μm thick VA-CNT film were firstly reported by Kinoshita et al.41 The frictional responses were found to be governed by the Amontons–Coulomb frictional law with a high frictional coefficient (μ = 1.7) primarily due to the bending deformation of the nanotubes under longitudinal compression. The friction forces were independent of either the sliding speed (0.15–24 μm s–1) or probe radii (gold tips with apex radii from 4.5 to 30 μm). However, no adhesion force was observed for this thin-film-like VA-CNT array. Subsequent study performed by Lu et al.42 demonstrated that a much shorter VA-CNT array (~30 nm) extruded from anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) templates rendered very low friction forces. These two studies suggest that the length of CNT is crucial for regulating the friction forces under normal compressive loadings. Using a micro-tribometer, Dickrell et al.43 studied the orientation dependence of the tribological behaviors for multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs). In this study, vertically aligned MWCNTs with a thickness of 40–80 μm were prepared on quartz substrates by CVD, from which horizontally aligned MWCNTs with a thickness of 2–10 μm were prepared by mechanical scratching. A high friction coefficient (μ ≈ 0.795) was found for the MWCNTs aligned normal to the contact plane whereas the same MWCNTs lying flat showed a very low friction coefficient (μ ≈ 0.090). Therefore, friction could be tuned by controlling the nanotube orientation and morphology.

2.3 Nanoscale adhesion and friction between individual CNTs relevant to VA-CNT arrays

As advantages of adopting CNTs for creating fibrillar dry adhesives became clear, many groups studied the adhesion, friction, and general mechanical behaviors of individual CNTs against certain substrates, along with the nanotube–nanotube interactions. These studies help us to understand the complex responses of the VA-CNT arrays as a whole, and shed light on the underlying mechanism that governs their macroscopic adhesive performances.

For instance, Maeno et al.44 employed a transmission electron microscope (TEM) system equipped with two manipulation stages to examine the adhesion strength (i.e., pull-off force) at the nanoscale contact (in a flat–flat configuration) between a single CNT tip and two different solid surfaces of Au and SiO2, respectively. In both cases, it was found that the normal adhesion has a linear relationship with the cross-sectional area of the CNT. The highest adhesion, 6.84 nN, was recorded for a CNT tip of ~30 nm2 area interacting with the Au substrate. The Hamaker constant for the CNTs was estimated to be around 4.0–8.9 × 10–20 J.

By attaching individual CNTs vertically onto the apex of AFM cantilevers (Fig. 3a), Bhushan et al.45 studied the adhesive behaviors of single MWCNT against various target surfaces, including single-crystal silicon, single-crystal aluminum, mica sheet, and gold film. During a typical measurement, the CNT probe was pressed perpendicularly onto the target surface until it bended, buckled, and completely deflected and deformed into a laterally lying configuration (i.e., from a tip contact to a line contact), and then pulled off backwards in the vertical direction until complete separation from the target surface. By so doing, the critical buckling force was measured to be about 20 nN for the MWCNT with ~20 nm diameter and 2 μm protrusion. The MWCNT adhesion force was found to lie in the range of 100–190 nN for the substrates studied. Both a ‘buckle-in’ and a ‘jump-off’ event of the CNT tip were clearly captured during the compressing and retracting stages, respectively (Fig. 3b). Frictional behaviors were also singled out from the whole scenarios of compression and retraction. Compared to Si tips, CNT tips were demonstrated to have a lower wear on the Au film, suggesting a promise for AFM imaging and manipulations.

In a separate study, Bhushan et al.46 have further investigated the adhesion and friction at crossed nanotube junctions in ambient temperature using AFM in tapping mode. They found that the coefficient of friction between nanotubes was about 0.006 ± 0.003, and that the frictional behavior between nanotubes could be altered by ambient water, which accounts for the force discrepancy from the vacuum condition. Utilizing the interactions between fiber to fiber contacts, Ko et al.47 created a flexible self-selective connector from vertically aligned carbon nanofiber (VA-CNF) arrays to show excellent anisotropic adhesive behaviors with a strong shear but a weak normal adhesion strength.

Along with the adhesion measurements, peeling tests are also of paramount importance, especially for CNT arrays with pre-existing entangled segments on top.48 In this context, Strus et al.47 and Ishikawa et al.48–49 have attached individual CNTs parallel to an AFM cantilever (e.g., Fig. 3c) and tested single CNT peeling. Both groups captured the coexistence of different tube configurations: from a straight one-dimensional CNT nanostructure lying on the substrate transformed into an s-shape, arc-shape, and finally a freestanding state (captured in the simulation...
results discussed in Section 3 as well). The force displacement curves recorded during the retraction processes showed distinctive stick–slip phenomena for both the line and point contacts (Fig. 3d). In addition, Strus et al.\(^ {50} \) found that CNTs possessed a higher interfacial energy with epoxy (1.7 pJ m\(^{-1} \)) than graphite (1.1 pJ m\(^{-1} \)), whilst CNT-polyimides (0.6 pJ m\(^{-1} \)) showed the lowest among the three. It was noticed that the lateral forces (i.e., friction) were not captured simultaneously in these nanofiber/nanotube peeling tests because of the ‘translational limitations’ for most AFMs. However a simulation approach could feasibly resolve these issues and enable one to investigate the force coupling between normal and shear directions at nanoscale under various loading conditions (cf. Section 3).

### 2.4 Nanoscale adhesive forces of VA-CNT arrays

For nanoscale adhesion measurements, Yurdumakan et al.\(^ {31} \) prepared VA-MWCNT arrays with a high aspect ratio (10–20 nm in diameter and \(\sim 50 \mu \text{m} \) in height). Having been transferred onto a PMMA substrate via an embedding and a subsequent etching process, the nano-level adhesive forces of the MWCNT array were measured against an AFM tip to be \(\sim 200 \) times higher than that of gecko foot hairs. However, the penetration of the AFM probe (rectangular silicon; typical radius curvature < 10 nm) into the arrays is responsible for this astonishingly high adhesive strength, where the side contacts and the entanglement of the CNTs with the probe tip could significantly increase the pull-off force. Thus, it is expected that this level of high adhesion may not be observed for a macroscopic contact when other factors, including tube rigidity, aspect ratio, spacing, and uniformity, come into consideration. Velocity independent behavior was recorded by changing the scan rate from 0.50 up to 14 Hz.

### 2.5 Macroscopic adhesive forces of VA-CNT arrays

Zhao et al.\(^ {52} \) characterized the macroscopic adhesive properties of VA-MWCNT arrays with a thickness of 5–10 \(\mu \text{m} \) (Fig. 4a–c). By pressing (i.e., preload in normal; 2 kg weight) and subsequent pulling of the VA-MWCNT arrays in the normal or shear direction, these authors found the maximum adhesion strength of \(\sim 11.7 \text{ N cm}^{-2} \) for an apparent contact area of 4 mm\(^2 \) and frictional strength of \(\sim 7.8 \text{ N cm}^{-2} \) for an 8 mm\(^2 \) contact. These values are comparable to the gecko foot adhesion, showing the promise of using CNTs as robust structural elements to achieve high macroscopic dry adhesive forces. However, repeated measurements showed a poor CNT–substrate bonding, which limited the lifecycle to only a couple of times. Later, a macroscopic normal pull-off force of about 4 N cm\(^{-2} \) was reported by Wirth et al.,\(^ {53} \) for a 1 cm\(^2 \) area of \(\sim 100 \mu \text{m} \) thick VA-MWCNT patch. In this case, a relatively large preload was applied (100 N pressing for 30 seconds), leading to a detrimental damage of the CNT arrays. It was found that almost the entire VA-MWCNT array was pulled off from the Si substrate and matted onto the glass/plastic target surface after only one measurement.

Recently, Qu and Dai\(^ {29} \) successfully produced high quality vertically aligned single-walled carbon nanotubes (VA-SWCNTs; Fig. 4d–f) by a combined method of plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) and fast heating. SEM and Raman spectroscopic measurements revealed that constituent CNTs in the resultant VA-SWCNT arrays were semiconducting and
uniformly distributed with almost no amorphous carbon. The smaller nanotube diameter, higher packing density, and more perfect electron rich π–π conjugated carbon structure are the three intrinsic characteristics associated with these VA-SWCNT arrays, which make them suitable for mimicking gecko foot adhesion. Indeed, the VA-SWCNT arrays were demonstrated to exhibit a much higher macroscopic adhesive force (29 N cm⁻² for a 16 mm² patch; with 2 kg weight of preloading) than that previously reported for VA-MWCNT arrays and even the natural gecko feet (10 N cm⁻²). Force-induced bending and buckling of the nanotube arrays into zigzag shapes significantly lowered the adhesion and friction strength after only couples of loading cycles. However, these VA-SWCNT dry adhesives showed an excellent thermal resistance due to the unique thermal and electric properties possessed by these SWCNTs.

In a subsequent study, Maeno and Nakayama²⁵ investigated the effects of CNT wall numbers on friction forces. Triple walled CNTs were demonstrated to have the appropriate flexibility for a conformal contact with rough surfaces while at the same time a good mechanical strength to resist buckling. It was also found that the VA-MWCNT array with a broad distribution of sidewall numbers adhered more effectively and showed a shear strength of 44.5 N cm⁻² (a 1 cm² patch; 47 N of preloading via cylindrical roller) higher than that of SWCNTs. On this basis, these authors concluded that ‘uniformity’ may not be preferable for achieving large and robust contacts. Although tempting, this argument is very much debatable, since uniformity or similarity exist in most gecko adhesive systems. The structural hierarchy of individual fibrils (from setae to spatulae) renders an increased compliancy from stems to tip ends, which may be solely responsible for a greater conformability to compromise surface irregularities.

2.6 Transferring VA-CNT arrays onto flexible substrates
In order to improve the bonding of VA-CNTs to the underlying substrate, Yurdumakan et al.²⁶ have transferred the as-grown VA-MWCNTs from the Si substrate used for the nanotube growth onto a PMMA film. Later, Aksak et al.²⁴ used polyurethane elastomer, a polymeric material that is more flexible but with a higher tear resistance than PMMA, as the finishing substrate. After transfer, the tube length (exposed part: ~5 μm) became much more uniform as the exposed part was created by peeling the polymer-embedded CNTs away from the Si substrate and then selectively etching the polymer from the newly generated surface. Rigorous force measurements were implemented to study the friction and adhesion responses simultaneously for each approach—sliding—retraction cycle with a preprogrammed loading scheme. A hemispherical glass probe of 6 mm diameter was employed to alleviate the edge effects and deviations due to misalignment. The translational motion of the probe was fixed with a constant velocity of 5 μm s⁻¹. It was found that the effective friction coefficient (EFC) of the polymer-supported VA-MWCNTs remained constant (~0.9) when increasing the preloading to 50 mN. In contrast, controlled CNT samples on the Si substrate showed an EFC of 0.4 and 2.2 for 3 and 25 μm thick fiber arrays, respectively. Although the effect of changing substrate on the EFC is not conclusive, the cyclical performance was significantly promoted even under a very high compressive loading. On the other hand, the adhesion force was found to be trivial. Nevertheless, this type of ‘adhesives’ could find themselves useful in the situations where high friction but low adhesion is required, for instance, super grip tires and shoes.

2.7 Scaling up the patch sizes of VA-CNT arrays via predefined patterns
Ge et al.²⁵ utilized conventional photolithography to pre-define different patterns (width of squares: from 50 to 500 μm; Fig. 5a–d) of the catalyst on a silicon substrate and then selectively grew VA-MWCNTs (200–500 nm long, ~8 nm in diameter) on the areas covered by the catalyst. After transferring the resultant
carbon nanotube patterns onto a flexible tape (3M Scotch tape), a shearing force of 36 N cm\(^{-2}\) was obtained for a 0.16 cm\(^2\) patch under a preloading of 25–50 N cm\(^{-2}\) (Fig. 5e). Similar to the gecko setal arrays previously reported by Autumn \textit{et al.}, the shear forces for the VA-MWCNTs against hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces were about the same. In contrast, unlike viscoelastic tapes, the gecko-foot-mimetic CNT tapes showed time independent viscoelasticity and the shear force was maintained for 8–12 hours (Fig. 5f). Careful SEM examination after shear measurements revealed the rupture of CNTs and their residues at the interface, which is believed to be the evidence for a cohesive failure mechanism. It was found that the crack propagation could be effectively hindered by patterning the CNTs at microscale, leading to a significantly enhanced toughness under shear loadings. Peeling tests were carried out on different substrates to verify the easy releasing mechanism observed in gecko setal arrays. \textit{In this light}, a flexible backing support seems to not only render an enhanced substrate bonding with additional conformability for initializing an intimate contact but also to enable a feasible peeling-release mechanism for repeatable uses.

### 2.8 Hierarchical VA-CNT arrays with entangled top layers

Recent theoretical studies have indicated that maximized adhesion could be achieved by combining size-reduction and shape-optimization with hierarchical fibrillar structures. Qu \textit{et al.} created hierarchical VA-CNT arrays with entangled nanotube segments on top of vertically aligned CNT trunks (Fig. 6a–c) through a low-pressure CVD process. Analogous to gecko setal arrays, this two-level VA-CNT structure features a straightly aligned body mimicking setal stalks, and curly entangled end segments on top mimicking spatulae. Under shear loading, the entangled segments contacted with the target surface through nanotube sidewalls and generated high macroscopic forces up to \(\sim100\) N cm\(^{-2}\) for a 0.16 cm\(^2\) patch (Fig. 6d; 10 times that a gecko foot can afford). During the normal pulling process, however, each of the entangled segments was peeled off from the target surface through a ‘point-by-point’ failure mechanism, resulting in a significant reduction in the normal adhesion force (\(\sim10\) N cm\(^{-2}\); Fig. 6d). This directional dependency ensures a strong binding-on along the shear direction and an easy lifting-off in the normal direction (Fig. 6e), which is promising for mimicking live gecko walking.

It is of great importance to understand the structural changes at and near the top layer of the hierarchical VA-CNT array since the intermolecular forces between the nanotube array and the target surface \textit{(e.g., glass slide)} play a critical role in regulating its adhesive performance. As shown in Fig. 6d, the shear adhesion force increased with the increasing length of the nanotube trunks \textit{(or CNT film thickness)} due to the increased contact area associated with the shear-induced alignment of the nonaligned nanotube top segments \textit{(the length of the top entangled segments increases with the increased vertical length or thickness of the films Fig. 6i–k)} and improved conformability. In contrast, the normal adhesion force was almost insensitive to the nanotube trunk length \textit{(Fig. 6d)} as the result of a distinctive detaching mechanism. As can be seen in Fig. 6f–h, the top non-aligned nanotube segments adapted randomly distributed ‘line-lying’ configurations on the glass substrate after initiating contact upon preloading. Under shear pulling, the external loading caused the nonaligned nanotube segments to orient and align uniformly along the shear direction against the glass substrate (Fig. 6i–k). Moreover, the vertically aligned nanotube trunks (Fig. 6i–n) tilted towards the shearing
direction (Fig. 6o–q), leading to a predominant aligned sidewall line contact with the glass surface which ensures a strong shear adhesion force. During normal pulling, however, the top nonaligned nanotube segments contacting with the glass substrate were peeled away from the substrate through a “point-by-point” detaching process, requiring a much lower external force. These failure modes have also been demonstrated by computer simulations (see Section 3 for details). The aforementioned sticking and detaching processes have also been demonstrated to occur on various other substrates with different flexibilities and surface characteristics, including glass plates, PTFE films, rough sandpapers, and PET sheets. These findings pave the way to construct aligned CNT dry adhesives with a strong shear adhesion for firm attachment and relatively weak normal adhesion for easy removal, opening up many technological possibilities especially for locomotion applications at extreme conditions, for instance for outer space explorations and reversible adhesions at high temperatures.

2.9 Self-cleaning properties in VA-CNT arrays

Since most of the experimental force measurements on synthetic dry adhesives, including VA-CNT arrays, were carried out on smooth and clean surfaces, self-cleaning properties seem to be less important compared to the features such as adhesive strength, reversibility and reusability. However, self-cleaning is critical for repetitive attachment/detachment and locomotion purposes in the natural and usually ‘contaminated’ environment. A recent experiment has shown that even under extreme exposure to clogging particles, gecko setal arrays could recover enough adhesive function, after only four ‘simulated steps’. The understanding of the self-cleaning mechanism, however, is still preliminary, and remains as a missing puzzle for explaining how geckos manage to keep their sticky feet clean while walking about around every day contaminants. As more and more gecko features are being incorporated into artificial mimicking systems, increasing attention has been focused on the self-cleaning properties in both gecko feet and gecko-foot-mimetic systems. Some recent studies along this line are described below.

Sethi et al. investigated the self-cleaning properties of the patterned VA-MWCNT arrays. Their CNT structured surfaces showed super-hydrophobicity (155 ± 3° static contact angle) resistant to multiple water exposures. After contaminating with silica particles ranging from 1 to 100 μm in size, the VA-CNT adhesives regained 60% or 90% frictional strength when rinsed with water or subjected to mechanical vibration, respectively. No significant macroscopic damage to the carbon nanotube pillars was observed after rinsing with water, but rather a limited amount of small microcracks was observed within the pillars after drying. Wirth et al. on the other hand, obtained contradictory results from static contact angle measurements.
These authors found that wetting behaviors of the VA-MWCNTs were very unstable. A change from the Cassie to Wenzel state took place during water exposure, and the constituent aligned nanotubes matted and collapsed. These inconsistencies cannot be simply explained by whether or not the CNT is patterned but rather considering more morphological variations and the qualities of the CNTs. Moreover, the possible ‘wet-cleaning ability’ of VA-CNT adhesives is not the same as the self-cleaning property found in geckos, but rather a lotus effect. As demonstrated by Hansen and Autumn, geckos utilize a ‘contact’ self-cleaning mechanism, coupled with a low surface free energy feature of the toe pad structure, to keep their toes clean. The energy disequilibrium between the gecko toe pad/dirt particle interface and the dirt particle/target surface interface leads to the deposition of dirt particles on the surface, and hence gecko feet are self-cleaned by walking around. More recently, Hu et al. proposed a unique dynamic self-cleaning mechanism that accounts for a much greater self-cleaning rate experienced at the whole animal scale, by considering the physiological behaviors of geckos toe peeling motion before taking each step. This phenomenon implies the importance of transferring VA-CNTs onto flexible and/or external-stimuli responsive backings. In this way, strong attachment, easy release and dynamic self-cleaning abilities could all be integrated into a single adhesive prototype. Last but not least, a recent publication indicates that geckos actually leave residues or foot prints, consisting of phospholipids, as they walk, which provides another piece of evidence for explaining not only self-cleaning but also wear prevention, and even wet/underwater performance of the gecko setal arrays. Therefore, functionalizing VA-CNT arrays with special coatings and/or incorporating them with stimuli-responsive materials and backings (e.g., shape-memory polymers) could lead to multifunctional gecko inspired adhesives matching that of natural geckos and even beyond.

3 Multiscale modeling and simulation of hierarchical VA-CNT arrays

Along with advances in the experimental studies on the polymer and CNT-based gecko inspired dry adhesives discussed above, many groups have performed various theoretical analyses to elucidate the mechanics and mechanisms governing the performance of fibrillar dry adhesives. However, most of the theoretical models are based on analytical derivations with a ‘continuum’ assumption. Great challenges emerge when the structure shrinks down to the nano-regime, where an emphasis on the nanoscale phenomena becomes more important and the ‘continuum picture’ breaks down.

In principle, all material properties are describable by quantum mechanics. However, the direct use of this exquisite theory is sometimes impractical, especially for systems with large numbers of atoms and/or molecules. Hence, special treatments across multiple scales are often essential. In this regard, Hu et al. have developed a multiscale modeling and simulation approach to investigate the mechanical characteristics and processes for the prominent CNT dry adhesive with hierarchical fibrillar structures described in Section 2.8 (Qu et al.). Specifically, a series of mechanical analyses at multiple time and length scales were constructed via molecular dynamics simulations and finite element methods, along with analytical derivations. Relations between the structures and adhesive properties were systematically established by linking the molecular configurations to the mesoscale geometries and the macroscale functions and performances.

As illustrated in Fig. 7, this multiscale computational framework spans three levels of structural hierarchy, ranging from atomistic molecular dynamics (i.e., individual CNT peeling), through coarse grained molecular dynamics (i.e., a fraction of the VA-CVT array being pulled normal and parallel with respect to the substrate), to finite elemental analysis (i.e., device-level CNT patches under normal pulling and lateral shearing). Implementing atomistic molecular dynamic simulations to build the nanoscale peeling systems atom by atom and explicitly calculate the interaction force distributions at the interface along with the reaction forces at the pulling end for different boundary conditions, the missing picture in between the discrete and continuum levels could be completed.

In the nanoscale simulations, an atomistic level resolution was retained where the equations of motions between discreet atoms were calculated based on non-reactive force fields. By eliminating the electronic level resolution, one could study the effect of van der Waals interactions on the adhesive behaviors between the CNTs and the substrate with appropriate fundamental details but less computational expenses. Classical approximations were further carried out in the coarse-grained models to include complex tube–tube interactions as the systems were up-scaled into a higher level. At the ultimate functional level, phenomenological-based continuum methods were implemented to offer a feasible way of directly comparing and validating the simulation results with those from experimental measurements. Transitions and propagations between the models at different levels have also been addressed to give an insight into the potentials and limitations of this approach. As can be seen, the multiscale modeling and simulation...
Critical issues that were elucidated include (i) effects of the entangled CNT segments on the adhesion and friction behaviors at the nano-contact interface: the adhesion force is strongly enhanced by interfacial friction because of pre-existing asperities on the substrate, even with very tiny surface irregularities at the molecular or nanoscale; (ii) mechanics of local deformations in the lateral CNT peeling: significant local deformations and buckling of the carbon nanotubes were evident under the constrained peeling conditions, which is attributed to a mechanical interlocking mechanism at surface asperities. This effect results in drastically increased adhesive forces, whereas at the same time, could cause structural failure under cyclic loading and thus limit the serving life of CNT-based adhesives; (iii) force anisotropy and its transitions from the nano- to micro- and to macro-levels: with a second-level hierarchy, laterally distributed CNT segments on top of the vertically aligned CNT arrays, the adhesion force could be enhanced by a factor of 5 and 10 under macro-level pulling and nanoscale peeling, respectively. It also indicates that further improvement on force anisotropy could be achieved by controlling the morphology of the randomly oriented lateral segments to make them more informally distributed as that of gecko setae; and (iv) adhesion and friction force coupling that ensure an enhanced adhesion when shear engaged while relatively feasible to disengage at normal detachment: the critical peeling angle derived at the nano- and macro-scale simulations has been demonstrated to be intrinsically related to the adhesion enhancement factor, which is mostly dependent on the fiber/tube geometry and surface roughness, and relatively insensitive to the material types and mechanical properties. With the combinations of numerical simulations, analytical derivations, and experimental tests, further developments in the multiscale modeling and simulation approach should provide not only a detailed understanding of the underlying mechanisms governing the adhesive performance but also effective means to resolve the critical engineering issues in making gecko-foot-mimetic dry adhesives.

4 Summary and outlook

In summary, we have reviewed recent progress in the development of CNT-based advanced fibrillar adhesives. As can be seen, VA-CNT arrays exhibit many exquisite structural advantages as the basic building blocks for creating gecko-inspired fibrillar adhesives. Various high-quality VA-MWCNT and VA-SWCNT arrays with controllable tube structures and morphologies with longitudinal hierarchy (e.g., CNT arrays with straight trunks and curled segments on top) have been successfully synthesized. Microfabrication methods have also been developed for patterning the aligned carbon nanotubes with a sub-micrometer resolution, and for transferring such nanotube arrays (e.g., patterned/non-patterned) to various other substrates of particular interest (e.g., polymer film as a flexible backing for VA-CNT dry adhesives). Judicious use of these VA-CNTs as building blocks for creating gecko inspired dry adhesives has led to the highest adhesive strength to date, ~100 N cm⁻², which is ~10 times that of a gecko foot.

Despite the fact that CNT-based gecko-foot-mimetic dry adhesives have been developed to show stronger adhesion than natural gecko feet and even with strong-binding along the shear direction and easy-lifting in the normal direction for simulating live gecko walking, the multifunctionalities of the natural gecko feet (e.g., long lifecycle, wear prevention, and self-cleaning) have been scarcely studied and/or mimicked, though they are vital to ‘smart’ adhesives for many real-life applications. Surface-functionalization of the aligned carbon nanotubes to tailor their surface properties and/or compositing with stimuli-responsive materials (e.g., functional polymers) could make CNT-based gecko-foot-mimetic adhesives multifunctional like natural gecko feet. However, many great challenges still lie ahead, including the poor scalability of existing synthetic methods for massive production of VA-CNTs, the required strong preloading force that often causes irreversible CNT buckling after repeated use, and short lifecycle. Recent and future findings from the biophysical and biochemical studies of gecko setal arrays (e.g., the dynamic self-cleaning mechanism and the gecko footprint consisting of phospholipids), coupled with multiscale modeling and simulation approaches, should shed light on promising ways to develop gecko inspired CNT-based dry adhesives with further improved properties and new functionalities. To this end, the unique thermal and electrical features of CNTs could be exploited as additional assets in developing CNT-based adhesives out-performing the natural gecko feet, for example, with electrically switchable and high temperature tolerant properties. Continued research and development in this exciting field should be of great value, though challenging.
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